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The module consists of three virtual tape machines, each with 
eight assignable control inputs rounding the display on which 
every input is confined within the dedicated area. Any input can 
be whether logical or continuous which reflects on the area 
background colour, red or blue, respectively. The display has 
several colour-coded sub-areas: command, attribute/monitor, 
condition, direction/special. Module’s functionality includes 
many interesting and sophisticated manipulations on the 
recorded material, all by the best traditions of Musique 
Concrete and Musique Acousmatique.

Commands are: run, hld (hold), stp (stop), frz (freeze), anb 
(anabiosis), rvs (reverse), seq (sequenced zones), adr 
(addressed random sample), rat (tape ratchet), spd (tape 
speed), scn (scanner).

In most cases, the attribute is just a number of the zone 
associated with the corresponding command. In some rare 
cases, the attribute sub-area becomes a zone number monitor, 
always white coloured, for instance when the zone is being 
selected automatically. As for the continuous voltage, the 
attribute shows an analogue pot value and, occasionally, an 
attenuvertion (the spd command is a good example).

The condition can be switched between transient tr and 
sustained su. In general, the tr condition means a triggering of 
a process and latching its state until the next pulse is received 
(or another command is activated). The su condition listens to 
the sustained part of the pulse thus defining the duration of the 
process. Apparently, both conditions are applicable only to 
logical commands.



The direction sets the way the zone is expected to be played: 
forward >, backward <, shuttle S (only for su condition), 
random R or vectorized V (if the vector is present in the zone).
Some of the commands have special settings, for example the 
anabiosis has an in/out time control, the sequenced zones 
has an alternative interpretation of direction settings. The violet 
colour is reserved for such situations.

Let’s dive into the commands.
run - starts the playback of a certain zone by defined condition 
to selected direction.
hld - pauses any playback by the incoming gating pulse.
stp - stops any playback by the incoming timing pulse.
frz - freezes playback, making an oscillator from virtually any 
source material. The frozen signal’s window size can be 
defined whether by the related pot (applicable to the inputs with 
pots) or by the encoder.
anb - anabiotize the playback process, with the option to 
control a fade-in/fade-out time (0-9).
rvs - unconditionally reverses the playback direction, 
inapplicable to the frozen playback.
seq - implements the sequenced playback of zones situated on 
the current tape, with the direction definable.
adr - sets a random playhead position by every incoming pulse 
and starts the playback in the defined or random direction.
rat - works like an automatic zone trigger with an absolute 
division of the control voltage range.
spd - defines the playback speed in 8 octave range (-5/+3 
octaves) with the manual control and the attenuvertor.
scn - moves the virtual playhead by the control voltage, blocks 
all other cells in the section.

The on-screen navigation system is simple and follows the 
formula “turn-push-turn-push…”



It’s time to catch some sounds now. The recording source (mic 
or line) can be selected globally with the source button. The 
internal microphone has three levels of sensitivity represented 
by its led colour - green, yellow and red. Hold the record button 
to record a new zone. The record lasts till the button is held or 
until the time limit exceeded. During and after the record, the 
graphical representation of a captured waveform occurs on the 
display and the user is presumed to decide what to do - listen 
to the record (the play button), rerecord (hold the record 
again), confirm the record (the set button) or cancel the job 
(push the encoder). Holding the record button followed by the 
set button toggles the record freeing up the hands. In that case, 
the set button just stops the record (engaged the second time, 
it confirms the record), the play button stops the record and 
plays it back instantly, the record button re-takes the take, 
pushing the encoder cancels the job.

When the record is done, zone in/out points can be defined by 
pots (coarse) and encoder (fine). The set + record button 
combination engages the menu with the crop and delete 
functions. In some cases, there might be a need to copy the 
zone being edited to a new location, this can be done via 
holding the set  button and pushing the encoder. The occuring 
menu will allow to define the tape number where the current 
zone is to be copied to.

If the volume of a recorded material is too low, the special 
normalize routine can be applied within the respective menu, 
recallable by the set + play button combination. Keep in mind, 
the normalize is a zone dependant realtime process and can 
be turned off whenever necessary. Another interesting feature 
in that menu is the vectorize. Shortly, it allows to create up to 
12 passes of a virtual playhead, within the current zone. When 
engaged, the knobs set start and length of a vector (the 
encoder does the fine tune), pressing the record button creates 
the new one, the set + record deletes the current one. Holding 
the set button and turning the encoder selects the vector. 



Pressing the play button allows to listen to the selected vector, 
set + play plays all vectors sequentially. As usual, the set 
button confirms the changes and pushing the encoder cancels 
the job.

Now briefly on memory structure. The whole memory is divided 
into 99 virtual tapes with maximum 99 zones each. Zone length 
is limited to 50 seconds which is quite enough even for large 
sonic passages. There is a small but helpful tape manager 
invokable by holding the set button followed by pushing the 
encoder. The tape content can be listened with the play button 
pressed sequentially and then can be loaded with the set 
button. Holding the set button followed by the record button 
allows to erase the whole tape (press the set button to confirm, 
push the encoder to cancel).

In some cases, oled displays can produce an annoying tiny 
whine noise which might affect the recording quality. For such 
situation, hold the section A encoder to blank displays and 
achieve the cleanest possible performance. All the controls are 
still readily available and pushing either the set button or the 
encoder will turn the displays back on.

Holding section C encoder engages/disengages the input 
monitor mode intended for the spectrum and signal level 
monitoring, as well as for the compressor/expander settings.

Holding the source button brings up the system menu with 
brightness, blind record and record triggering controls.

The whole state of the 287e can be stored with a little aid of the 
200e series preset manager, module’s remote status is 
controlled via holding section B encoder.



This basic structure diagram might be a reference for beginners
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